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ENGINE #9

By John & Shari Helms, 18890 Redwood Drive, Castro Valley, CA 94566

Record: Belco B-273-A
Position: OP flog for Intro - As noted for Dance
Footwork: Opposite thrust, directions for M except where noted

Meas
1-4 WAIT; WAIT; APT, PT, ; Tog SCP, TCH, ;
CP flog wait 2 Meas; apt L, pt R twd ptr, ; tog R to SCP, tch L, ;

INTRO

PART A
1-4 FWD TWO-STEP; FWD TWO-STEP CP Wall; 1/2 BOX; SD, CLO, SD, CLO;
SCP 2 fwd two-steps LOD L,R,L,; R,L,R to face wall in CP, ; swd L, close R,
fwd L, ; swd RLORD R, close L, swd R, close L;

5-8 RK SD, REC SCP, ; FWD TWO-STEP CP Wall; TRN TWO-STEP; TRN TWO-STEP SCP;
CP M flog wall rk swd R, ; rec L to SCP flog LOD, ; do 1 fwd two-step R,L,R to
end CP M flog wall, ; do 2 RF trng two-steps down LOD L,R,L, ; R,L,R to SCP
flog LOD, ;

9-16 REPEAT Action of Meas 1-8 except to end in Bfly M flog wall;

PART B
17-20 FACE, TO, FACE, ; BK, TO, BK OP LOD, ; LUNGE FWD, REC LOP, ; FWD TWO-STEP;
Bfly M flog wall do a two-step face-to-face down LOD L,R,L trng to a bk-to-bk,
; do a two-step bk-to-bk down LOD R,L,R trng to OP flog LOD, ; lunge fwd &
swd LOD L, ; rec on R trng to LOP flog RLORD, ; do 1 fwd two-step RLORD L,R,
L, ;

21-24 LUNGE FWD, REC SCP, ; FWD TWO-STEP; FWD,CLO,BK, ; BK,CLO,FWD, ;
LOP flog RLORD lunge fwd & swd RLORD R trng in twd ptr, ; rec L in SCP flog LOD,
; do 1 fwd two-step R,L,R, ; fwd L, close R, swd L, ; bwd R, close L, fwd
R, ;

25-32 REPEAT Action of Meas 17-24 to end in SCP flog LOD;

ENDING
1-4 FWD TWO-STEP; FWD TWO-STEP; TWIRL RF, 2, ; APT, ASPT;
Do 2 fwd two-steps LOD L,R,L, ; R,L,R, ; M walk fwd L, R (W does 1 RF twirl
under lead hands), ; step apt L, pt R twd ptr to ACK, ;

Seq: Intro - AB - AB - Ending